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Abstract—Long Range Wide Area Network (LoRaWAN), using
the linear chirp for data modulation, is known for its low-power
and long-distance communication to connect massive Internet-
of-Things devices at a low cost. However, LoRaWAN throughput
is far behind the demand for the dense and large-scale IoT
deployments, due to the frequent collisions with the by-default
random channel access (i.e., ALOHA). Recently, some works
enable an effective LoRa carrier-sense for collision avoidance.
However, the continuous back-off makes the network throughput
easily saturated and degrades the energy efficiency at LoRa
end nodes. In this paper, we propose CurveALOHA, a brand-
new media access control scheme to enhance the throughput of
random channel access by embracing non-linear chirps enabled
quasi-orthogonal logical channels. First, we empirically show
that non-linear chirps can achieve similar noise tolerance ability
as the linear one does. Then, we observe that multiple non-
linear chirps can create new logical channels which are quasi-
orthogonal with the linear one and each other. Finally, given a
set of non-linear chirps, we design two random chirp selection
methods to guarantee an end node can access a channel with
less collision probability. We implement CurveALOHA with the
software-defined radios and conduct extensive experiments in
both indoor and outdoor environments. The results show that
CurveALOHA’s network throughput is 59.6% higher than the
state-of-the-art carrier-sense MAC.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decades, Bluetooth Low Power (BLE) [1], [2]
and Zigbee [3], [4] radios have shown their success to build
body area networks and wireless sensor networks (WSNs)
for Internet-of-Things (IoT). Nowadays, billions of unattended
IoT devices are scattered and connected in wide areas (e.g.,
industry, agriculture, city) [5]. A coming challenge is to scale
the low-power IoT in these wide areas in a low-cost manner.
To mitigate this gap, recent years have witnessed Low-power
Wide-area Network (LPWAN) emerging as an attractive IoT
architecture.

In multiple LPWAN techniques, LoRaWAN [6] is an open-
source network standard operating on the unlicensed spectrum,
in which LoRa end nodes communicate with LoRa gateways
directly. From the bottom to the top, LoRa physical layer
leverages Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) [7] to achieve long-
distance and low-power data transmissions. For example, a
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) LoRa gateway [8] can suc-
cessfully demodulate data packet transmitted kilometers away
whose signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is as low as -20 dB [9]. A
COTS LoRa radio [10] reaches the peak power consumption
of 400 mW when transmitting at 20 dBm, but draws only
5 µW in idle mode. Due to the long-distance and low-power

characteristics of LoRa links, LoRaWAN becomes a popular
LPWAN protocol.

In LoRaWAN, given a physical channel and a configured
Spreading Factor (SF) as the logical channel, an end node
follows ALOHA media access control (MAC) to randomly
access the media. ALOHA is simple to implement and has no
extra energy consumption for maintaining any channel state.
However, it exposes a risk of uncontrollable packet collision
when network traffic becomes higher enough at a gateway,
resulting in unexpected packet loss [11]. Although we can
regulate the duty cycle of an end node by reducing it to 1%
or less [12], ALOHA-enabled network throughput is far from
the demand to support massive connections in the large-scale
or densely deployed IoT [11], [13], [14].

Carrier-sense multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA) is a well-known scheme that outperforms
ALOHA in terms of network throughput, and is widely
adopted in wireless networks (e.g., WSNs [15], [16], Wi-
Fi [17]). In CSMA/CA, carrier-sense is the key technology
enabling an end node to detect the ongoing transmission in
the channel, then it chooses a back-off to avoid the potential
collision. For efficient CSMA in LoRa, LMAC [11] utilizes
Channel Activity Detection (CAD) to balance the communica-
tion loads among the channels defined by frequencies and SFs.
However, the continuous back-off significantly increases the
packet delay which leads to a saturated network throughput
that cannot meet system demand. Additionally, LMAC [11]
reports that the energy overhead of continuous CADs is 20%
to 25%, which significantly decreases the baseline of an end
node’s lifetime.

In this paper, we propose CurveALOHA to achieve highly
efficient random channel access in an SF channel without
carrier sense. Beyond the linear chirp in the standard LoRa
physical layer, CurveALOHA sits on a new physical layer
that involves non-linear chirps. Given the special properties of
a non-linear chirp, the transmissions over different non-linear
chirps are quasi-orthogonal with each other and the linear
one. Thus, they create new logical channels as the SF does
for potential throughput gains, in which end nodes can select
different non-linear logical channels to avoid packet collisions.
After a logic channel is selected, end nodes schedule a trans-
mission analogous to ALOHA. However, how to select the
logical channels is non-trivial to fully exploit the advantages
of the non-linear chirps.

To maximize the global network throughput by resolving



the logical channel selection, CurveALOHA proposes two
versions with different network settings. The basic version
(CurveALOHA-1) is to randomly select a logical channel each
time. However, purely random selection cannot fully exploit
the advantages of different types of non-linear chirps, which
have different collision tolerance in real environments. To
fully explore the packet collision pattern under certain traffic
demand, we deliver the second version (CurveALOHA-2),
in which each end node maintains the packet delivery ratio
(PDR) for each logical channel and accordingly determines
the probability of logical channel selection for packet transmis-
sion. In CurveALOHA-2, packet acknowledgment is a must
to facilitate the PDR calculation locally.

We implement CurveALOHA with software-defined ra-
dios. Extensive experiments are conducted to verify the ef-
fectiveness of CurveALOHA. In comparison with the de-
fault ALOHA and state-of-the-art LoRa CSMA/CA-based
LMAC [11], CurveALOHA achieves 2.81× and 1.6× network
throughput, without any extra cost in energy consumption or
computation efficiency. The main contributions are summa-
rized as follows:

• We propose the idea of using non-linear chirps to create
new logical channels, which can be utilized to improve
the media access efficiency in LoRa.

• We propose CurveALOHA, a random selection scheme
of the non-linear chirp logical channels, to significantly
mitigate the packet collision of traditional ALOHA with
zero extra overhead.

• We implement CurveALOHA on software defined radios
and extensively evaluate its performance in real-life de-
ployments. Results show that the network throughput can
increase up to 2.81× at a campus-scale scenario.

This paper is organized as follows. We introduce the related
work in §II. In §III, the LoRa physical layer and our motivation
are given, followed by the characteristics of non-linear chirps
in §IV. The system designs of CurveALOHA can be found in
§V. We present the system implementation and evaluation in
§VI and VII, followed by the conclusion in §VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, LoRaWAN [18] attracts massive research interests
that focus on improving LoRaWAN performance for energy
efficiency and coverage range. To achieve energy-efficient
communication and large-range coverage, NELoRa [19] uti-
lizes a deep neural network (DNN) to explore the multi-
dimensional feature spaces of chirp signals while Charm [20]
combines weak signals detected by a few gateways for coher-
ently decoding. PLoRa [21] uses ambient LoRa excitations
to achieve a long-distance passive LoRa backscatter. With
the link traces of real LoRaWAN deployments in urban
environments, DeepLoRa [22], LoSee [9], PolarTracker [23]
and Silvia et al. [24] model the path loss of LoRa links
which is further used for calibrating LoRa gateway deployment
and adjusting LoRa link allocation. To enlarge LoRaWAN
throughput or exploit non-linear chirps, some existing works
are summarized as follows.

Logical Channel Concurrency. LoRaWAN uses the linear
chirp modulation and multiplexes in one physical channel by
setting different SFs (e.g., from 7 to 12). For an SF-specific
linear chirp, NetScatter [25] subdivides it into multiple logical
channels according to different start frequencies, delivering a
larger network capacity by enabling concurrent transmissions
of up to 256 devices on the different logical channels. How-
ever, NetScatter sacrifices the throughput of each logical chan-
nel. Besides, Tallal et al. [26], [27] use interleaved linear chirp
modulation to increase the throughput by adding one more bit
in a symbol. Unfortunately, the interleaved chirps significantly
interfere with LoRa chirps when they have an identical SF.
Thus the total number of logical channels is still limited in
practice. In contrast, CurveALOHA relies on multiple types
of non-linear chirps to increase the total number of logical
channels while keeping the mutual interference as low as
possible. Each non-linear chirp achieves equivalent throughput
of the linear chirp and is more resilient to collisions.
Collision Avoidance at MAC Layer. Some works [11], [28],
[29] have proposed LoRa frame scheduling protocols to avoid
the potential collisions of LoRa transmissions. For example,
DeepSense [28] enables LoRa carrier sense by training a DNN
to detect whether LoRa signal exists and classify the cor-
responding configurations. To alleviate the computation cost
on LoRa end nodes, LMAC [11] utilizes the low-cost CAD
to replace DNN and allocates the physical channel and SF
configuration based on the detected CAD and corresponding
channel usage information. Piyare et al. [29] further propose
a time division multiple access (TDMA) MAC protocol to
increase the network throughput. However, either carrier sense
of CSMA or time synchronization of TDMA needs extra
control cost and unexpected delay, which is undesirable for
low power LoRaWAN. CurveALOHA completely inherits
ALOHA without any extra energy and computation overhead.
Non-linear Chirp for Communication and Radar. Several
works [30]–[32] use the non-linear frequency modulation to
improve the signal quality in radar systems. In addition, other
works [33]–[35] utilize non-linear chirps to improve the chan-
nel access efficiency of wireless communication. However,
CurveALOHA focuses on the design of non-linear chirps on
the wide-area IoT for benefits of the network throughput, a
brand-new scenario.

III. LORAWAN PRELIMINARY

In this section, we illustrate the preliminary of the standard
LoRa physical and MAC layers. First, LoRa physical layer
specifies the symbol modulation and demodulation method
with linear chirps. Second, with ALOHA MAC, collisions may
frequently occur when two packets from two end nodes are
overlapped.

A. LoRa Physical Layer

In LoRa physical layer, a linear chirp is used to modulate
bit-stream. As shown in Figure 1, LoRa has two kinds of linear
chirps. One is up-chirp (e.g., red lines) whose slope is positive.
The other is down-chirp (e.g., green line) with a negative slope.
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Fig. 1. The illustration of LoRa physical layer. The dashed red and green lines
show base up- and down-chirps. The solid red line shows a modulated symbol
using the shifted up-chirp. The right sub-figure shows the corresponding
demodulation results after multiplying base down-chirp and applying FFT.

Two parameters, the bandwidth of narrowband BW and the
time span T , decide the slope of the base up-chirp and down-
chirp in the frequency-time domain, in which the frequency of
the base up-chirp increases linearly from −BW

2 to BW
2 . And

a base up-chirp h(t) can be indicated as follows:

h(t) = ej2π(−
BW
2 +kt)t (1)

where k is the slope of the base up-chirp BW
T . The base down-

chirp is the conjugate of the base up-chirp h∗(t). Moreover, T
is determined by the configured SF . An up-chirp consists of
2SF chips (i.e., time slot unit) to represent SF bits. And each
chip lasts 1

BW second. Therefore, an SF up-chirp lasts for
2SF

BW seconds. Given a fixed BW , LoRaWAN allows adjusting
T by setting SF from 7 to 12. When BW is 125kHz, it takes
about 1ms and 32.8ms to transmit an up-chirp by setting SF
as 7 and 12.

At the transmitter side, SF bits can be modulated by a chirp
symbol by adding the corresponding frequency shift f0 on the
base up-chirp, which can be denoted as h(t)ej2πf0t. As the
solid red line shown in Figure 1, the start frequency of the
modulated up-chirp is shifted up by f0, and the frequencies
higher than BW

2 are moved down BW , which starts from
−BW

2 . For the demodulation at the receiver side, the basic
idea is to multiply the shifted up-chirp symbol with the time
synchronized base down-chirp. Given the start frequency f0,
the result is formulated as follows:

h∗(t)h(t)ej2πf0t = ej2πf0t (2)

By applying the fast Fourier transform (FFT) on the result, a
single peak appears at the FFT bin of b0 which corresponds
to f0 in the frequency domain as the solid red arrow shown
in Figure 1. Then SF bits can be decoded according to the
unique matching between b0 and bit strings. Figure 1 also
shows the peak of demodulated base up-chirp at the FFT bin
of 0 (e.g., the dashed red arrow).

B. ALOHA MAC and Symbol Collision

In LoRaWAN, different LoRa end nodes adopt ALOHA
to access the shared channel. In ALOHA, an end node
can transmit its packet immediately without any back-off or
carrier sense. Although ALOHA is simple to implement, it
cannot maximize the network throughput due to packet loss in
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Fig. 2. The illustration of non-linear chirp-based modulation and demodu-
lation. The solid red curve shows the frequency shift used to modulate data.
We extract the energy peak to demodulate symbols by multiplying a base
down-chirp (e.g., green dashed curve) and applying FFT.

collisions. For example, two LoRa packets from two different
LoRa end nodes may frequently overlap with each other when
they have similar duty cycle schedule. In theory, the maximum
throughput of ALOHA is only 18.4% of the optimal channel
capacity [36], [37]. As shown in Figure 1, we assume the
encoded up-chirps of two different symbols are completely
aligned and superposed. After multiplying the base down-
chirp and applying FFT, two peaks appear at different FFT
bins (e.g., 0 and b0). If the signal strength difference of
the received symbols is large enough, only the symbol of
the stronger signal can be correctly demodulated. Otherwise,
no symbol can be reliably demodulated at all, leading to
the packet loss which degrades the LoRaWAN throughput
significantly. Since a LoRa consists of numerous symbols, the
misalignment between two overlapped symbols will exhibit
the same observation as the aligned ones.

IV. NON-LINEAR CHIRP BASED LOGICAL CHANNEL

In LoRa, for each physical channel, different SFs are treated
as logical channels [11], [38], which are orthogonal to each
other and can be assigned to different end nodes to improve the
network throughput. The larger the selected SF is, the larger a
symbol on-air time is, resulting in larger energy consumption
to transmit the data packet. Instead of using the SF as
orthogonal logic channels in LoRa, CurveALOHA exhibits
the opportunity to create new logic channels by exploring non-
linear chirps under the same configured SF .

A. Non-linear Chirp based Modulation and Demodulation

We first demonstrate that non-linear chirps have the same
modulation and demodulation mechanism at the symbol level.
The base non-linear up-chirps are monotone curves which start
at (0,−BW

2 ) and end at ( 2
SF

BW , BW
2 ). We use f(x) to indicate

the shape of a non-linear chirp. Given the base non-linear up-
chirp, as shown in Figure 2, we modulate data by shifting
its initial frequency to f0 as the linear up-chirp does. For
demodulation of non-linear chirps, we first align the symbol
to a base down-chirp (e.g., green dashed curve) and then
multiply it to extract the initial frequency f0 by using FFT. For
simplicity, we call this process as dechirp. In this way, given
the same configured BW and SF , non-linear chirps deliver
the same throughput as the linear ones in case of no collisions.
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Fig. 3. The SER distribution of different types of chirps under various SNR
conditions.

B. Comparable Noise Tolerance

The dechirp of LoRa aims to accumulate the spectral energy
of linear chirps into a single frequency, thus it can suppress
the interfered random noise and guarantee the demodulation
even at extremely low SNR conditions. We demonstrate that
non-linear chirps retain the inherent noise resilience of linear
ones in the dechirp. To analyze the noise tolerance of the
non-linear chirps, we empirically study the symbol error rate
(SER) in LoRa transmission under various SNR conditions,
in which various white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is added to
the encoded up-chirps [39], [40]. Specifically, we use Monte
Carlo simulation and compare both convex up-chirp (i.e.,
f(x) = x2) and concave up-chirp (i.e., f(x) = 2x− x2) with
the LoRa linear chirp under three different SF configurations
(i.e., 7, 9, 11). We manually align the up-chirp symbols to the
corresponding base down-chirp for demodulation. For each
scenario, we run 100,000 times to calculate the average SER.
Illustrated in Figure 3, the SER-SNR trend under different
types (e.g., linear, convex, concave) of up-chirps is quite
similar under the same SF. For example, the SNR of the
received signal should be larger than about -7.5 dB to ensure
SER is lower than 0.1% for all three types of chirps when SF is
7. Similarly, when SF becomes 9 and 11, the SNR thresholds
are about -12.5 dB and -17.5 dB, respectively. Overall, the
non-linear chirps keep the strong noise tolerance as the linear
chirp does.

C. Accounting for Collisions with Logical Channels

Whether different types of linear and non-linear chirps can
coexist with each other in collisions is the key point to be
assigned as the logical channel for concurrent transmissions.

To illustrate the advantages of non-linear chirps, we first
give the following example with the overlapped reference
signal Cr and the interference signal Ci in Figure 4. To
demodulate Cr, we then adopt the dechirp on the collided
chirp signals. Figure 4 shows the spectral energy distribution
of two chirps. And pr indicates the amplitude of the FFT bin
corresponding to the shifted initial frequency for Cr. When
an up-chirp and a base down-chirp have different types of
curves, the frequency domain energy is no longer accumulated
at a single bin but scattered over multiple bins. We use pi to
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Fig. 4. Concurrent demodulation opportunity between two collided symbols
using two types of chirps as the logical channels.

indicate the highest amplitude among a series of FFT bins that
are derived by multiplying the Ci symbol with the conjugate of
Cr. To guarantee the Cr symbol to be correctly demodulated,
pr should be higher than pi. Then the signal-interference ratio
(SIR) is defined to indicate the interference of Ci over Cr as
SNR does. And we can define the largest power difference
of chirp symbols Cr and Ci as a SIR threshold SIRCr

(Ci)
by setting pr = pi, above which the reference signals can be
decoded.
Remark. The rationale of CurveALOHA is that by scattering
the spectral energy of those interfered chirps with different
types in the dechirp, taking different types of non-linear chirps
as logical channels can support a lower SIR threshold for weak
signal demodulation in collisions, enabling a larger network
throughput than the baseline of LoRaWAN.
Validation. To estimate the SIR threshold SIRCr

(Ci) given
different types of non-linear chirps as logical channels, we
utilize the Monte Carlo method to uniformly traverse the
overlapping scenarios with random time offsets and gradually
decrease SIR between Cr and Ci from -1 dB to -30 dB. Given
a SIR and the chirp types (e.g., SF, BW, and shapes) of Cr

and Ci, we randomly generate the encoded chirp symbols of
Cr and Ci. The reference base down-chirp symbol is aligned
to the reference up-chirp manually for demodulation. And
a symbol error occurs when we fail to demodulate the Cr

symbol under these settings. We do not stop running the
simulation until we observe 100 symbol errors under each
setting. Then, SER is calculated as the ratio between 100
and the total rounds we have run. After getting a SIR below
which the SER of the reference signal is higher than 1%, we
recognize the SIR as the SIR threshold.

We further select five polynomial functions to form the
logical channel pool for concurrent transmissions, including
linear:f(x) = x, quadratic1:f(x) = x2, quadratic2:f(x) =
1 − (x − 1)2, quartic1:f(x) = x4 and quartic2:f(x) =
1 − (x − 1)4. Thus we have 5 logical channels to calculate
the SIR threshold with each other for each configured SF. The
resulting SIR threshold heatmap is shown in Figure 5. And
we can observe that:
1) For all SFs, when Cr and Ci are the same, the SIR
thresholds of non-linear logical channels are much lower
than that of the linear one. The SIR threshold between two
linear chirps is approximately 0 dB, which means only the
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Fig. 5. SIR threshold heatmap of 5 chirps with the same SF. Each block
indicates the SIR threshold of a reference signal (i.e., row mark) under an
interference signal (i.e., column mark). The rectangle denotes the LoRa linear
chirps. With a darker color, the block corresponds to a lower SIR threshold.

stronger signal can be successfully demodulated. In contrast,
the non-linear logical channel can resist self-interference with
a lower SIR threshold. For quadratic chirps, when SF is 12, the
SIR threshold under self-interference is as low as -16 dB. This
indicates that non-linear logical channels are more resilient to
self-interference than linear ones.
2) For all SFs when Cr and Ci are different, the SIR
thresholds exhibit a loose requirement to concurrently
demodulate the weak signal. The SIR threshold between
two different logical channels is lower than -5 dB, which
indicates a weak signal can be successfully demodulated if its
SIR is larger than -5 dB. As SF increases, the SIR threshold
between two different logical channels becomes lower (i.e., the
color becomes darker). The results show certain orthogonality
among these logical channels. As a result, the transmissions
on one logical channel are less interfered with by others on a
different logical channel.

Remark. Given the non-linear chirp-based modulation and
demodulation design, non-linear chirps can be used for long-
range low-power communication as the linear chirp does.
Besides, they create new logical channels which are quasi-
orthogonal with each other and the linear one. Thus concurrent
transmissions using different logical channels are less inter-
fered with each other, enabling simultaneous demodulation.

V. SYSTEM DESIGN

Sitting upon our non-linear chirps at the physical layer,
we have multiple logical channels under the same SF for
MAC layer design. Our problem can be formulated as given
n available logical channels (i.e., {C1, C2, ..., Cn}) when
an end node has a packet to transmit at time t, it selects
one logical channel C(t) to transmit the packet immediately
without carrier sense or transmission scheduling. According
to our observation in §IV-C, the logical channels are quasi-
orthogonal, which means several collided packets can be
concurrently demodulated when the SIR thresholds among the
used logical channels can be met. In LoRaWAN, end nodes
usually do not know the traffic schedule of others and whether
the SIR thresholds can be met at the gateway. Therefore, a
collision-free guarantee is hard to achieve without any network

status. However, it needs extra costs to maintain the knowledge
of network status. CurveALOHA consists of two versions to
minimize the packet collision possibility in different levels
with different prior knowledge to be maintained.

A. CurveALOHA-1

CurveALOHA-1 is a simple version. An end node does not
need to have any knowledge of network status. The selection
strategy is the random selection. The end node just randomly
selects C(t) from {C1, C2, ..., Cn}. The probability pk of
selecting a logical channel Ck (k ∈ [1, n]) is uniform as 1/n.
The selection event is independent each time.
Performance Analysis: We suppose the transmissions of
two end nodes α and β collide at time t. α and β select
logical channel Cα(t) and Cβ(t), respectively. If the mutual
SIRs between α’s and β’s packets are larger than the below
0 dB SIR thresholds SIRCα(t)(Cβ(t)) and SIRCβ(t)(Cα(t)),
the two packets can be concurrently demodulated. However,
in traditional LoRWAN with only the linear chirp logical
channel, only the stronger signal has the chance to be demodu-
lated. Therefore, CurveALOHA-1 can achieve higher network
throughput than ALOHA. On the other hand, without any
network status, the selection of Cα(t) and Cβ may fail to meet
the SIR requirements. Therefore, without properly utilizing the
quasi-orthogonality among the logical channels, the network
throughput is not optimal.

B. CurveALOHA-2

Based on the uniform selection strategy in CurveALOHA-1,
CurveALOHA-2 assigns a weight wk for each logical channel
Ck (k ∈ [1, n]) to adjust its selection probability accordingly.
The probability pk is calculated as follows:

pk =
wk∑n
j=1 wj

(3)

The weight wk is initialized as 1/n, then it is continuously
updated with the SIR thresholds under the interference of other
logical channels and the packet delivery ratio (PDR) observed
from transmissions over the logical channel Ck in a period.
Given an SF configuration, SIRmax

k and SIRmin
k indicate the

maximum and minimum SIR thresholds between the reference
signal of Ck and the interference signals of others, as shown
in the Ck row of the heatmap in Figure 5. These two
values indicate Ck’s ability to improve concurrent transmission
under the inference of others. They are constant, thus can be
pre-calculated and hard-coded into the communication stack
without any online calculation and update.
Pk indicates the PDR for transmissions over Ck in the local

view. For example, if an end node transmits 5 packets over
Ck and 4 of them are successfully demodulated by gateways,
Pk is 0.8. Given the PDR Pk, the corresponding selection
probability pk is updated using exponentially weighted moving
average (EWMA) method [41]. Specifically, Pk(m) is the PDR
newly measured in period m for the logical channel Ck (e.g.,
5 new packets are transmitted). In next period m + 1, the
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Fig. 6. The indoor office with the scattered end nodes.

probability pk(m+1) for the logical channel Ck to be selected
is calculated as:

pk(m+ 1) = κpk(m) + (1− κ)Pk(m) (4)

where κ is a constant factor between 0 and 1 to determine how
important the historical observation is. A large κ emphasizes
the historical value. We set κ as 0.2 to emphasize the newly
observed estimation as LMAC [11] does. When the pk(m+1)
is updated, the wk(m+ 1) is calculated as:

wk(m) = wk(m)× τ1−Pk(m)/Pthres (5)
wj(m+ 1) = wj(m)× δj(Ck), for j = 1, . . . , n (6)

where δ(Ck) corresponds to absolute value of the SIR thresh-
old obtained in Figure 5. For example, when Pk(m) is smaller
than a PDR threshold Pthres, we find the column of the SIR
threshold map in which the current logical channel Ck has the
highest SIR threshold (e.g., -5dB) as the reference channel. As
a result, each kind of logical channel can adapt its weight
based on the SIR threshold in the column. Otherwise. we
select the column in which the current logical channel Ck

has the lowest SIR threshold (e.g., -15dB) as the reference
channel to increase its probability to be selected. As a result,
CurveALOHA reuses the Equation (3) to calculate the prob-
ability of those logical channels for the next round. τ is a
constant decay factor between 0 and 1 to adjust the weight
wk according to the newly measured and updated PDR. The
PDR threshold Pthres is 0.8 by default.
Performance Analysis: We show how Pk(m) and the SIR
thresholds adjust the weight wi. in Equation 5, pk(m+1) in-
creases with a Pk(m) larger than Pthres . Since τ is between 0
and 1, τ1−Pk(m)/Pthres is larger than 1 when Pk(m) reach the
PDR threshold. Hence, the new estimated weight gets larger
as well. Additionally, when Pk(m) is higher than Pthres, the
logical channel Ck should be rewarded. Since SIR thresholds
are smaller than zero, a lower SIR threshold indicates better
PDR even the interference from other logical channel is strong.
When the link quality is good, we use the absolute value of
SIRmin

k to further enhance the weight wk. As a result, we have
higher chance to select this temporal good channel than others.
Otherwise, we use |SIRmin

k | to reduce the wk. We also reward
different logical channels according to their SIR thresholds.
The better a logical channel is currently, the higher its weight
is. Finally, we can obtain an optimal selection weight to adapt
the local traffic pattern and the corresponding SIR constraints
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Fig. 7. Bird view of the outdoor campus and deployment.

with other end nodes. Therefore, the network throughput of
CurveALOHA-2 must be higher than CurveALOHA-1. To
measure the Pk(m), we need the acknowledgment from the
gateway, which incurs extra cost at the gateway side compared
with CurveALOHA-1.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION

We implement CurveALOHA on the software-defined ra-
dio (SDR) platform, namely USRP N210 with a UBX
daughterboard, operating at the 904.0MHz ISM band. The
UHD+GNURadio [42] is adopted to launch the modula-
tion/demodulation and monitor the carrier spectrum using real-
time Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT). All radios are
equipped with a VERT900 antenna [43] to enhance below-
GHz ISM band signal transmissions and receptions. By de-
fault, our experiment uses the spreading factor SF = 10 and
bandwidth BW = 125 kHz, at the sampling rate of 1 MHz.

For each packet, a 25-bytes payload is transmitted and
evaluated at the gateway. And modulation and demodula-
tion algorithms are achieved in MATLAB and hardware-
independent to be implemented on any commercial LoRa
gateways as long as the physical samples can be obtained. In
comparison with the COTS LoRa gateway, our demodulation
method does not have a receiving-buffer overflow problem.
Additionally, the message-in-message (MIM) [44], referring to
the preamble of a latter coming packet is still can be captured,
is enabled during packet demodulation. With MIM, the strong
signals among the collided signals may be decoded.

Baseline methods. We apply CurveALOHA to LoRaWAN
which is the prevalent data MAC layer protocol primarily
based on ALOHA. The original LoRaWAN ALOHA only
using the linear chirp is also adopted as the baseline. Four
types of non-linear chirps are evaluated as the non-linear chirp
pool: quadratic1:f(x) = x2, quadratic2:f(x) = −x2 + 2x,
quartic1:f(x) = x4, quartic2:f(x) = −x4 + 4x3 − 6x2 + 4x.
We do not involve linear chirp due to its high SIR threshold
(0 dB) under the interference of itself. As LoRaWANs are
constrained by the channel access time requirements (≤1%
duty cycle ratio for each end node, etc.), it is difficult to
experimentally show the full advantage of CurveALOHA with
a limited number of end nodes. Instead, we conduct trace-
driven emulation to exhibit the LMAC advantage for a scaled
LoRaWAN network [11].
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Fig. 8. Network performance comparison among ALOHA and CurveALOHA on SER, PDR, and throughput for indoor (top) and outdoor (bottom) experiments.

Deployment environments. First, we deploy the transmitter
and gateway in an office building. As shown in Figure 6,
the office building is 30.48m× 21.43m large and consists of
multiple rooms and some concrete walls in or between them.
We place the gateway in the kitchen and move the transmitter
to 10 different locations for data collection. At each location,
we configure the transmitter to send LoRa packets in different
spreading factors and chirp symbol settings. In addition, we
deploy CurveALOHA in our campus. Illustrated in Figure 7,
we deploy the gateway powered by a portable battery on
a parking lot and move the transmitter to 30 locations. By
default, we use the outdoor dataset for evaluations.

Evaluation Metrics. Three metrics are adopted to evaluate
CurveALOHA. The first is SER which indicates the symbol-
level demodulation accuracy [39], [40]. The second is Packet
Delivery Rate (PDR) which calculates the end-to-end packet
reception rate. With the redundant coding and forward error
correction (FEC), a packet can be treated as received when
at least 80% of symbols can be decoded successfully.1 The
third one is Network Throughput indicating the amount of
payload data successfully delivered per second, denoted by B/s
(Byte/second). Since the power supply and decoding latency
are usually not big concerns at the gateway side of the LPWAN
networking stack, we do not consider the performance of
energy consumption and the computation efficiency [19].

VII. EVALUATION

In this section, we first evaluate CurveALOHA in indoor
and outdoor experiments. Then the per-node performance is
analyzed to evaluate its fairness and robustness, under different
SNR conditions. Finally, based on the collected data, we
conduct the parameter analysis to verify the effectiveness of
CurveALOHA in various scenarios.

1Most error correction codes can successfully recover a LoRa packet when
the SER is as high as 20% [45].

A. Overall Performance and Comparison

Indoor Experiments. We first compare CurveALOHA with
the standard ALOHA when network demand varies in the
indoor experiment, shown in Figure 8(a) to 8(c). In accordance
with our design (§V), we observe that both two versions
of CurveALOHA outperform the baseline ALOHA signifi-
cantly. In comparison with ALOHA, Figure 8(a) shows that
CurveALOHA-1/2 decreases the SER to 27.85% and 22.28%
from 67.91% of ALOHA when the demanded throughput is
around 3,400 B/s, which demonstrates the effectiveness of
involving non-linear chirps to deliver data more efficiently.
Thus CurveALOHA can support larger concurrency by de-
livering a higher throughput in Figure 8(c). For example,
the corresponding improvement of throughput is 3.31× and
3.43×. In Figure 8(b), ALOHA PDR is below 60% with a
network demand larger than 400 B/s. And it decreases slowly
to 0.2 until the network demand is increasing to 3,000 B/s.
In contrast, the PDRs of CurveALOHA are maintained above
65%, even with the network demand up to 3,400 B/s.

Overall, CurveALOHA outperforms ALOHA through the
multiple non-linear chirps created logical channels and
achieves up to 60% SER reduction and 3.37× throughput
improvement at the demanded throughput of 3,400 B/s, while
maintaining the PDR above 65%.
Outdoor Experiments. We further conducted a set of exper-
iments in our university area to investigate the feasibility of
CurveALOHA, in which the collected signals have more dy-
namics in background noise difference and power attenuation
difference. Illustrated in Figure 8(d) to 8(f), both versions of
CurveALOHA keep the SER under 20% when the demand
throughput increase to 1,200 B/s while it is around 70% for
ALOHA. Such an optimized SER in Figure 8(d) delivers high
PDR and throughput. Figure 8(e) shows that CurveALOHA-
1/2 achieves up to 2.35× and 2.66× increment of PDR with
the demanded throughput of 3,700 B/s. And the correspond-
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Fig. 9. CDFs of the per-node network performance (demand 1,400 B/s).

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THROUGHPUT GAINS AGAINST ALOHA

Demand (B/s) 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500
LMAC-2a 2.22× 1.83× 1.70× 1.76× 1.81× 1.87×

CurveALOHA-2 2.33× 2.22× 2.38× 2.81× 2.76× 2.70×
aResults reported in Figure 13a of LMAC [11].

ing throughput gain is 2.41× and 2.71×, respectively.
Overall, as the demanded throughput goes up, the gains of

PDR and throughput for CurveALOHA increase gradually,
spanning from 2.25× to 2.71× for the demanded throughput
of 1,000 to 3,700 B/s. This outperforms LMAC [11] in
the comparable demands, which improves the throughput by
1.52×, 1.87×, and 2.21× for three versions at the demand
of 3,500 B/s, respectively. The statistical comparison can be
referred to as § VII-B. However, CurveALOHA only relies
on the design and selection of non-linear chirps, instead of
using different channel/SF with a time-consuming collision
avoidance scheme.

Remarks. The above experiments demonstrate the advantage
of CurveALOHA on improving the network throughput in
real environments. Although the standard ALOHA cannot
deal with the collided transmissions with significant power
differences in SIRs, CurveALOHA achieves superior collision
resolving by fully utilizing non-linear chirps.

B. Comparison Study

LMAC [11] is the state-of-the-art CSMA/CA-based LoRa
MAC layer protocol. Although LMAC-3 has higher throughput
than LMAC-2, it needs the gateway to share the global
view channel utilization periodically. To fairly compare
CurveALOHA with LMAC, we use CurveALOHA-2 and
LMAC-2. They both use local observed network status to
optimize channel selection. In Table I, we separately list the
network throughput gains of CurveALOHA-2 and LMAC-2
in different demand throughput. The results of LMAC-2 are

(a) SER vs. SNR

(b) Throughput vs. SNR

Fig. 10. Noise resilience under various SNR conditions (demand 763 B/s).

reported in its paper. We can see CurveALOHA-2 outperforms
LMAC-2 in all demand throughput settings. CurveALOHA-
2 can achieve 59.6% higher throughput than LMAC-2 when
the demanded throughput is 2,500 B/s. The reason is that the
continuous backoff of LMAC-2 incurs extra time delay which
could reduce the network throughput, but CurveALOHA-2
allows end nodes to immediately access the channel without
any backoff.

C. Fairness and Robustness of CurveALOHA
To verify the fairness of CurveALOHA’s performance, a

closer look at the per-node results is provided for more insights
into the advantages of CurveALOHA over ALOHA. Figures
9(a) and 9(b) show the cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs) of the per-node network performance metrics. We can
see that majority of ALOHA nodes suffer high SER, half
of which have more than 95% of SER. Thus the resulting
throughput is lower than 10 B/s for half nodes. And the
remaining ALOHA nodes achieve throughput scattered from
20 B/s to 80 B/s. In contrast, the CDFs of CurveALOHA
do not exhibit undesirable long tails with a steeper trend. For
example, 60% of CurveALOHA’s nodes deliver an SER under
20% and network throughput is mostly larger than 60 B/s.
The above results suggest that CurveALOHA achieve better
balance and fairness against the standard ALOHA in utilizing
the shared communication medium.

To further understand the robustness of CurveALOHA
on collision resolving, we evaluate the noise resilience of
CurveALOHA under diverse SNR conditions. Note that for
fine-grained SNR control, we add white Gaussian noise
with controlled amplitudes to the collected I and Q traces
of packets [39], [40]. Figure 10(a) and 10(b) shows that
CurveALOHA achieve consistent improvement as the SNR
decreases from 20dB to -20dB. The rationale is that non-linear
chirps cannot only suppress the background noise by focusing
the spectral energy of the target chirp signals as linear chirp but
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(b) Participants of CurveALOHA-2

Fig. 11. Participant selection of non-linear chirps in various nodes and packets
for CurveALOHA-1/2.

TABLE II
THROUGHPUT GAINS FOR SPREADING FACTOR (DEMAND 3,000 B/S)

Setting SF7 SF8 SF9 SF10 SF11 SF12
CurveALOHA-1 2.00× 2.06× 2.24× 2.73× 3.31× 3.52×
CurveALOHA-2 2.07× 2.12× 2.31× 2.83× 3.52× 3.78×

also reduce the interference of collided signals by scattering
their energy on the spectrum (§ IV-C).

D. Parameter Study

Spreading Factor. We first evaluate CurveALOHA’s per-
formance under various SF configurations, using data col-
lected from the indoor experiment. Illustrated in Table II,
CurveALOHA achieves consistent improvement on network
throughput against ALOHA. And the throughput gain in-
creases with a larger SF, up to 3.52× and 3.78× for SF=12,
respectively. The significant throughput improvement is at-
tributed to the lower SER of non-linear chirps, reducing 70%
of ALOHA to 17.60% and 14.65%. This is consistent with our
analysis in Figure 5, in which non-linear chirps can achieve a
lower SIR threshold for a larger SF. Thus CurveALOHA can
support more concurrency of transmissions, especially those
collided signals with significant power differences.

Decay Factor. CurveALOHA-2 performs better than
CurveALOHA-1 for most scenarios due to its active partici-
pant selection of non-linear chirps. We evaluate the processing
and impact of the convergence of CurveALOHA-2. Figure 11
first illustrates the selection processing from the pool of
four non-linear chirps (MATLAB pcolor function) when 18
nodes transmit 40 packets alternatively. In comparison with
the random selection of CurveALOHA-1, CurveALOHA-
2 adaptively adjusts the selection possibility of each node
locally, based on the PDR estimated by the SER calculated
from each packet. Thus it can always select the optimal type of
non-linear chirp by fully utilizing the local information (§ V).

(a) Decay Factor

(b) Payload Size

Fig. 12. Achieved throughput vs. various decay factors for CurveALOHA-2
and payload size with demand throughput of 1,400 B/s.

We further evaluate the impact of the decay factor in
Equation (5), which controls the local convergence speed of
CurveALOHA-2 nodes. Figure 12(a) shows a smaller decay
factor achieves a larger throughput since CurveALOHA-2
converges faster, especially for a larger demand throughput
of 1,400 B/s. A larger decay factor can also improve the per-
formance by guaranteeing an unstable selection and avoiding
the local optimal selection.
Payload Size. Varying payload size can evaluate the impact
of long packets, under kinds of timing offsets. Figure 12(b)
shows that ALOHA suffers from a longer packet with larger
payloads. And even a small signal offset can induce the de-
coding error in resolving collisions. However, CurveALOHA-
1/2 performs consistently or even better due to the lower SIR
threshold of non-linear chirps for collision resolving (§ IV-C).

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present CurveALOHA to boost the Lo-
RaWAN throughput by creating more logical channels with
non-linear chirps. First, we design the modulation and demod-
ulation schemes of non-linear chirps and validate that non-
linear chirps can achieve comparable performance in terms of
noise tolerance. Then, we demonstrate the feasibility of using
these non-linear chirps to create new logical channels. The low
SIR thresholds among collided non-linear chirps enable quasi-
orthogonal logical channels. Finally, we propose two versions
of MAC protocols to maximize the network throughput at
different levels for non-linear logical channel selection. We
implement CurveALOHA with SDRs and evaluate its perfor-
mance in both indoor and outdoor environments. Experimental
results show that CurveALOHA can achieve 1.6× LoRaWAN
throughput of state-of-the-art LMAC [11].
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